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ere are many ways to measure the complexity of langua . Rationat index, int 
and Nivat in [33* is one of them and behaves well en combined with 
transductions: if La L’ (i.e., there exists a rational transduction 7 such that T(L) = t’), the 
rational index pL of L provides an upper bound on pLe since 
Thus we define the family pal of langlr-qes whose rationat indexes grow less than polynomiai 
and the family & of languages who SC &=ational indexes grow more than exponential fun&a 
It was conjectured in [4] that ail context-free languages belong to Pal or 6. The aim of t 
paper is to show context-free languages whose rational indexes are-&p C+( fi) and @((‘” “) 
proving thereby that this conjecture is false. The results and most of the proofs appearing in t 
of letters. A language written over an alphabet T is a 
ul is the length of the word u, i.e., the 
paper are those of [Sj 
1. Notations and definitions 
An alphabet is a finite set 
subset of T’! E denotes the 
number of its letters. lulX is the number of occurrences of the letter x in u. 
denotes the set of all prefixes of the word u, i.e., PR( u) = {w’; 31~“: u = u’u’y. L(B) 
denotes the regular language recognized the automaton a. 
We shall use three disjoint alphabets: Y and A, where V = (a, a’} and # 1 E 4. 
Z=Xu Y and A define the height a word w in A” as 
context-free is a langu rated by a context-free 
1 that we 
of pare 
d an of as t 
and stop on 
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Fig. 1. 
1 depicts the Dyck word aiiaatiaaildii, In other words D$ is the set of all words in 
P of height 0 whose prefixes have nonnegative heights: Di* = {w E 
Y*; k(w) = 0, w =fg+h(j’) Ml}. D:* is tlrc language generated by the grammar 
(Y,(S},{S+QS#5S+E},s). 
Di* is also the class of E for the congruence E- aii. 
(2) The languages S,, S,, S= and S, are defined by 
S=={xnym;n=~n,md+4}, S,={x*y”;nfm,n,mEN}. 
Let L and L’ be two languages. If L’ is the image of L under a rational transduction, 
then we denote it by L 3 L.’ and we say that L rationally dominates L’. For instance, 
SC rationally dominates S, , S, , and S, . The above definitions can be found in [ 11. 
Every regular language is recognized by a finite automaton. Rat, is the family of 
the regular languages recognized by finite automata with at most n states. Let L be 
a nonempty language. Its rational index is a function pL: N* + WI defined by 
For instance, ps,(n) = 2n - 1. 
Let f be a function N+ BB. We define as usual 
o($)=(g:~i,gg;ycE~T3noENVn~no: Ig(n)lsclf(n)l}, ’ 
O(f)={g:N+ ;3cEW~3nodWn~no: Ig(n)l+f(n)l}, 
~(f)={g:N+R;3cdt~3nodWn~no:~g(n)~~c~f(n)~}, 
O(f) = O(f) n Wf ). 
shall write g = O(f) instead of g E O(f) and similarly for o, 0 and a. g -f will 
f does not assume the value 0, then 
g-falimgjf = 1, 
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is a set of functions IBI+ , then we define 
So we can define two sets of functions: 
Fol=O({n-nk;k 
Pol is the set of all at most polynomial functions. xp is the set of all at least 
exponential functions. With the rational index we define the following families of 
languages: 
pol={L;pLEPol}, zxp = {L; pL E Exp}. 
The above definitions involving rational index can be found in [6]. 
Theorem 1.1 (Boasson et al. 143). If L 2 L’, then there exists a c E hi* such that 
1x1 is the floor of the real number x, i.e., the greatest integer k such that k s x. 
If T is a subalphabet of an alphabet U, then vT will denote the projection 
U*+ (U - T)* which erases the letters of T and keeps the letters of U - T. For 
instance, 7qqe)( axayzxd) = xyzx. 
N.B. When writing WT, U is implicit since it is never ambiguous. 
The skeleton sk( u) of a word u e A* is the subword of u built with its letters of 
X of height 0. For instance, sk(xay# &# laxa-) = XZ. 
. Definition of the language L’ 
Let LC X* be a context-free language produced by the grammar (X, V, P, S). 
Then i is the context-free language produced by the grammar (2, V w X’u 
{s>, P’, 3) where P’ is derived from P in the following way. First, in every rule of 
P, we put a prime to every letter of X. Then we add the rule S+ E + aSi?, and the 
rule x’+ xS for every x E X 
For instance, S, is produced by the grammar (X, {S}, {S + xSy + Sy + y}, S) where 
X = {x, y}. Then SC is produced by the grammar (2, {S, S, x’, y ‘}, P’, S) where 
Z=Xv Y={x,y,a,ii} and 
P’ = {S+ E + aSir, S + x’Sy ’ + Sy ’ + y ‘, x’ 3 xS, y ’ + yS}. 
N.B. L is the set of all words in the class of E for the congruence E- aLil, in 
which every letter p eceding an a belongs to So L depends only on 
on the grammar used to produce L. This language has been defined by 
PI . 
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Let D = ?r;;‘(Di*) be the set of all words of Z* of height 0, whose prefixes h 
nonnegative heights. N.B. e c D. Let f: N + A* be such that 
(1) f(i) has exactly i occurrences of #1 for every i E N; 
(2) A* -f(N) is a context-free language rationally dominated by S+ . 
For every word w E D we define c(w) as the word of A* obtained by inserting, after 
every letter of w, the word f(i), where i is the height of the prefix preceding it. For 
instance, 
We notice that VA 0 c is the identity over 0, hence c is injective. 
We define now L’c A* as the union of 
(1) L: = c(i) Aled the structured part of L’, and 
(2) LL = A* - c(D) called the nonstructured part of L’. 
These two parts are disjoint because &= D. In general, L: is not a context-free 
language, but E’ is also the union of L,n = m,‘(i) and I& Indeed, 
L,“nc(D)=?ri’(i)nc(D)=c(f)=L;, 
whence 
L,“vL:,=(L,“n(n*- L;))v L:,=(L,“nc(D))v L;= L:v L;= L’. 
L’ is the hatched part of Fig. 2. 
We shall now show that LI and Lk are context-free. WA is a morphism and i is 
context-free, hence so is L," . Let us study the nonstruetured part LL. Let P = (ZA*)* = 
{E} v ZA*. Let 
Qj = (A - #,)*(#,(A - fl)*)’ = {u E A*; it&, = i} 
be the set of words in A* having exactly i occurrences of #l. We can define a word 
w of c(D) by the seven following rules: 
Fig. 2. 
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(1) w is obtained from a word in 2” by adding, after every letter, a word of 
be called a context (i.e., w E P). 
ext must be an f(i) for some i E N. 
Henceforth the contexts are supposed to lie in j’(N), and since f(j) has j occurrences 
j E N, we need only verify that the number of #*‘s in every context 
height of the prefix preceding it. We can verify the correspondence 
between the contexts and their heights by local conditions: 
(3) The height is 0 before the first letter. That is, if the word is nonempty, then 
it begins either with a letter of X followed by a context in QO, or with an u 
followed by a context in Qi. 
When we read a letter of 2, the height changes by 1, -1 or 0 according to this letter. 
Indeed, 
(4) two successive contexts have the same number of #*‘s if the letter lying 
between them belongs to X; 
(5) the number of # ,‘s increases by 1 if this letter is an a; 
(6) it decreases by 1 if it is an a. 
It remains to verify that the height of w is 0, i.e., 
(7) the last context is f(0) if w is not the empty word. 
With each of these rules we associate the set of words in A* which do not verify 
it. I,;, which is the complement of c(D), is the union of these seven sets: 
A*-P=AA*, Pz(A* -fu+wP, A’-XQ,P-aQ,P, 
A’-n*zf(o), 
which are all regular or rationally dominated by S, . Thereby we have shown that 
LL is a context-free language rationally dominated by S, . Hence, L’ is context-free. 
3. Evaluation of the rational index of L’ 
We shall bound the rational index of L’. To get a lower bound we shall build a 
finite automaton %inf with at most O(n) states, which recognizes aregular language 
L(‘%inf). Then we shall find a lower bound m on Iwl, where w is a word whose length 
is minimal in L’n L(%i”f). Thus, m will be a lower bound on p&3(n)). To get an 
upper bound, we shall show that every automaton with at most n states, which 
realizes the index ptt( n) (i.e., the length of the shortest word in L’ that it recognizes 
is pL#(n)) looks like %inf. This explains that the computations made to get the upper 
and lower bounds are alike, and involve the same function that we are going to 
define and study in the next section. 
we assume that a code of contexts f et 
assume that g is increasing. 
L Pierre, J.-M. Farinone 
nition ad properties of E(n) 
For every kN we define the function AJR$+Rf, xwflf=, x/kg(i) by stating 
A,(x) = 1. We shall show that, for any fixed x, {A&) ; k E N} has a maximum, w 
will be E(x). Let us consider the sequence (A&))pE 
Adx) x (k-l)k-’ 
&,(X)=g(k) kk l 
We notice that 
kk 1 1 
(k_ I)&-1 =e k-T-2ak+0 
and that 
kk 
e(k-0.6)~tk_I)k_l~e(k-0.5); 
hence, (g(k) kk/( k - l)k-‘)& is an increasing sequence, which goes to infinity. Hence, 
(&(x)/A - ( )) & 1 x & is a decreasing sequence tending to 0. Let g(x) be the number 
of initial terms which are not less than 1. Then A&(x) increases when k ranges from 
0 to s(x). For k > s(x), (Ak(x)/Ak_-I(x))k < 1 and for k 2 z(x), the sequence A&(x) 
decreases. Hence, A&(x) is maximal for k = c(xj. The function k^ is de&red by 
that is, 
@x)=max k;k=Ovg(k) 
{ 
kk 
<;_ljk-‘sX l 
I 
We notice that k^ is an increasing function going to infinity. We define the function 
E tij E(x) = ma& A&(x) = AQJx). For every nonnegative integer k & iS a poly- 
nomial of degree k Hence, E grows faster than every polynomial. This can be 
expressed as ln x = o(ln E(x)). For every nonnegative integer k, Ak is an increasing 
function, hence E is increasing too. We shall show that this function E is a good 
approximation of ptl. 
In the following we shall study in detail the particular case where L = S, , and 
we shall give the results holding in the general case, where we only assume that L 
is a context-free language lying in pal and dominating S, . 
= S, . Let n be an integer large enough so that i(n) 3 3. Let 
the automaton ‘Binf rawn in Fig. 3, which as k+ 1 stages 
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stage 0 _d(se i stage 1 + I 
Fig. 3. 
stage k 
numbeled from 0 to k In this figure the stands for states. An arrow labelled by 
f(j) stands for a sequence of lf<j)l edges labelled by the letters of f(j) that we shall 
call a line. Hence, such a line has If(j)1 - 1 intermediate states, which do not appear 
in the figure. The ith stage is made of Ui = [Zn/kg( i)] lines for i lying between 1 
and k Stage 0 is made of a line labelled by f(0) whose end is the only terminal 
state, and of a single state which is the initial state. 
Thus, the total number of states in the automaton 1 + g(0) +C:=, aig( i) is at most 
n’= l+g(O)+2n =O(n). 
For every i E [ 1, k] we have 
1 ->--- k” nI 
kg;i)-kg;k)-i g(k)k&/(k-I)&-’ (k-1)k-1a~~e(k-0*6) 
Hence, 2n/( kg(i)) > 4 and ai 3 4. On the otner hand, ai 2 n/( kg( i)). 
Let us define a p ssage through the ith stage as a path 
connecting two states q1 and q2 in stage i - 1 and labelled by aua’ E ~ri’(i). 
lie in the ith stage. We may notice that the skeleton of u, which we 
eleton of the passage, lies in L. 
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N.B. A passage through the ith stage may hold a passage through stage i+ 1 
behind each letter of its skeleton. 
This definition will be useful when we compute the upper bound on pts. 
The skeleton of the passage through the ith stage in ‘&f involving the fewest 
passages through the next stage is ~~i-*y~i-~, and there are ai passages through the 
next stage. The length of the shortest word in L’ recognized by %inf which has at 
most ,’ states is at least #_=, ai. Hence, 
p#(n))=p&+ fi a+ fi n -= Ag(,,(n) = E(n). 
i=l kg(i) i=l 
(1) 
pC and E are increasing functions, hence (1) gives 
This result still holds, when assuming only that La SC. Indeed, that hypothesis 
means that we can find five words ul, u2, u3 E X* and ol, u2 E X+ such that 
Vi: u~uIu~u~+‘u~E Land u~u~u~$;u~E L * i<j. 
Thus, for n large enough, we state k = k4( n) and ai = [2nlu,qu2u2u3)/kg( i) J . Then 
we build an automaton having stages numbered from 0 to k, in which every passage 
through the ith stage has its skeleton in u~u>u~u~u~, where uz is provided by a 
loop involving a passage through the next stage. In this way, if we state n’= 
l+g(0)+2nlu,u,~~o~u~I, then (1) and (2) are still true. 
6. Upper bound 
LL is rationally dominated by S, , whose rational index is e(n); hence, by Theorem 
1.1, pr;(n) = O(n*). Since E grows faster than any polynomial, the lower bound on 
pt# gives that pG(n) = o(p&)). Let n E N* be large enough so that pt:( n) < pLe( n). 
There exists at least one automaton % with at most n states which recognizes a 
language L(B) not disjoint from L’ and such that the shortest words in L(B) n L’ 
have PLV(n) letters. 
part we shall show that 2l can be chosen such that it looks like the 
automaton used to get the lower bound. In a second part we shall build a word 
lying in L(B) n L’ (not necessarily one of the shortest) whose length will be bounded; 
thus we shall have an upper bound on p&z). 
6.1. First part 
) Let w be a word in L(a) n L’ whose length is p&n). We shall build an 
automaton a’ from the only parts of 9l that have been used to recognize w. We 
sful path y in ‘8 labelled by w. In 9l’ we keep states and edges which 
only initial state of 5%’ is s, the first state of ‘y, and the only terminal 
state of %’ is t, the last state of y. aton 9.V has fewer states than %, 
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hence it has at most n states. On the other hand, L(%‘) is a part of 
contains the word w. ence, L(W) n L’ is nonempty, and its shortest word is w. 
Thus we could have sen %’ instead of 9l. Hence, without loss of generality, we 
can assume that %‘= ‘% 
(b) We are now going to prove the following pro 
ition 6.1. L(B) c c(D); in other words, L(S) n LL = 0, or L(a) n L’ c Li (cf.’ 
Fig. 2). 
Proof. Let us assume that 8 recognizes at least a word in Lk. Then let w, be the 
shortest word in LL recognized by 9L. Since 9I has at most n states, the definition 
of rational index gives that lwkl g pL$n). But w,, is a word in L’ recognized by %, 
hence it is not shorter than w. Thus we have Iwl = ptl( n) > pt;( n) 2 lwnl 3 1~1. Tnis 
is a contradiction. 0 
(c) Partition of % in stages: Let q be a state of )21. Every occurrence of q in y 
can be given a height, which is the height of the label of the prefix of y ending at 
this occurrence. Let us assume that q has two occurrences of different heights in ‘y. 
Then y splits into 
with w=w~w~w~EL(%)~L:, h(w)=Oand h(w,)#O.Hence, h(w,w,)=-h(w,)#O 
and w1 w3 E L(B) n Lk, contrary to Proposition 6.1. Hence all occurrences in y of a 
same state q of % have the same height, which we shall call the height of q and 
denote h(q). Since all the states of % appear in ‘y, they definitely have heights. 
We now introduce the stage number i (or ith stage) and we shall denote by Fi 
the set of all states of %!l whose height is i. Since every edge of 2l appears in ‘y, it 
follows from the definition of state heig that every edge labelled by a letter in 
X v A goes from a Stage to itself, every e labelled by a goes one stage higher, 
and every edge labelled by a’ goes one stage lower. 
Let k be the largest height of a prefix of w. Since w E t,, we have qXvd( w) E Di*. 
Hence, the set of all heights of prefixes of w is (0, 1, . . . , k}, and nonempty stages 
of%are FO,Fl,..., Fk. The words E and w have height 0; hence, s and t lie in FO. 
Thus, the automaton 9% is shaped as in Fig. 4. 
(d) Partition of stages of % into columns: Let i E (0, 1, . . . , k} be a stage number. 
Yet we have shown that the set of all states of % splits into k + 1 stages; and every 
stage is characterized by its height, which is an integer lying between 0 and k. 
Similarly, we shall now show that the ith stage 4 splits into g(i) columns, and 
every column of the ith stage will be characterized by Its rank, which is to be a 
prefix off(i). 
We define the rank rk( u) of a word u E aA* as the longest of u lying in 
. In other words, u = u’rk( u) where U’E A*Z and e also define 
E) =f(O). Since w begins with an a, the rank of ev refix of w is de 
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Fl F 1-I 5 64 Fk 
0 
stage I stage I k th and last 
stage 0 stage i-l stage i+ I stage 
Fig. 4. 
Every occurrence of a state of ‘8 in y can be given a rank, which is the rank of the 
label of the prefix of y ending at this occurrence. Since w E c(Z*), all contexts in 
w of height i are equal to f(i), whence the ranks of the occurrences of states in the 
ith stage range over PR(f(i)). 
As for the height, let us indirectly prove that’ all occurrences of a same state q 
have the same rank, which we shall call the rank of the state q and denote by rk(q). 
If a state q # s of height i occurs twice in y with different ranks lul and u: ,then y 
splits as 
withul,u2,u~,u~~A*, wl, w~E(A*Z)*, w’,, w$~(ZA*)*,h(w~)=h(w~)=h(q)=i, 
h(w2)=h(w:)=--i and ulu2=u:u~=f(i), as shown in Fig. 5. 
We can then build the path 
w: U’ U2 w 
s4q:-i,q+q2At 
labelled by the word w ‘1 us u2 w2 owning a context 4 u2 of height i and different from 
f(i). This word lies in L(Y!l) n LL, contrary to Proposition 6.1. The case where q = s 
is handled in the same way, but we replace the first decomposition of y with 
s = q 
a=& 
q2=s 
w2=w 
- 4 
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and we take u1 =rk(~)=f(O) since ulu2=f(h(s))=f(0)=u’,ug (cf. Fi 
partition )
We now introduce the column of height i and rank j (or column j in stage i), 
where i is an integer and j lies in A*, an e shall denote by C{ the set of all states 
of 9l of height i and rank j. Stage i is m of g(i) columns of ranks ra 
s to f(i). The edges q +A r of 94 part into four classes according to thei 
qEC{, teCjA and hEA for iE{O,...,k}and j&P 
qEC{(‘), r~Cf and AEX for iE{O,...,k}; 
. q E cp, t~Cy+, andh=a for iE{O,...,k-1); 
0 q&‘(‘), MC;_, and h=a’for iE{l,...,k}. 
Figure 7 shows three consecutive stages of an instance of !?I. 
(e) Combing the stages of 8: We shall now show that every stage of % can assume 
a structure of lines which makes ‘8I look like %inf. Let i E { 1, . . . , k} be a stage 
number. Let f’ be the rank of a column in the ith stage whose number of states aj 
is minimal. Let ql, q2,. . . , qcrr be the elements of that column. Let f” be the suffix 
off(i) such that f (i) = f ‘f “. Let 9X” be the automaton obtained by replacing the ith 
stage in 9l with a family of qi lines in the following way: 
-9l” inherits all states of V!l of heights different from i. and all edges of ‘2X between 
these states. 
-The ith stage of ‘V is a set of q&i) states denoted by d for j E ) R( f( i)) and 
lE{l , . . . , ai}. 
-The edges of 9X” not inherited from ‘?I belong to one of the following four types: 
0) 
(2) 
(3) 
4 +’ d6 where S E A for j6 E PR( f (i)) and I E { 1, . . . , ai}. These edges form 
qi linear paths of g(i) states labelled by f(i), which we shall call lines. The 
edges of the three other types begin at the ends of these lines, or end at the 
beginning of these lines, or both. 
d(“+“q”,forxEXandl,mE{l,..., ai} if in ‘8 there exists a path labelled 
by f”xf’ leading from ql to q,,,. 
q+yqk for yE Y and mE(l,..., ai} if in 2I there exists a path labelled by 
yf leading from q to q,,,. N.B. qEfi_* ify=a and qEF;:+I ify=d 
Fig. 6. 
stage 1 
stage i + I 
Fig. 7. 
(4) qfi)+“q for yE Y and IE{~,..., ai} if in %!I there exists a path labelled by 
f”y leading from qr to r. N.B. q E 152_+1 if y = a and q E F;:_, if y = ii. 
-The initial state of 9.l” is S. The terminal state is t. Both of them are inherited from 
?!I since their height is 0, and i # 0. 
We shall say that 3’” is obtained from 8 by combing the ith stage (from column 
$). When combing the ith stage in Fig. 7 from the column f’ drawn with a straight 
line, we get Fig. 8. 
Let us now show that 9X” recognizes the same language as %. We identify the 
columns of rank$ in the ith stage of % and %” by stating ql = d for 1~ (1,. . . , ai}. 
Let 0 be the set of states shared by 9l and 9X”; it is made of all stages but the ith 
and of the column of rank $ in the ith stage. The edges of ‘8” have been defined 
in such a way that, for every nonempty path in one of the two automata % and ‘8” 
joining two states in 0 with no intermediate states lying in 0, there exists a path 
carrying the same label and joining the same states in the other automaton. This 
property applies also to the combinations of such paths, i.e., to all paths joining 
two states lying in 0 and thus to the paths leading from s to t. That is, VI and a” 
recognize the same language. (End of combing) 
izes the same language. Thus we could 
, we can assume that 
as @g(i) states. is 
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Fig. 8. 
stage i - I 
stage i f-n x staae i + 1 
Fig. 9. 
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holds for every i E (1,. . . , k}. When combing 
Fig. 7, we get Fig. 9. 
Let us now study stage 
and the only prefix 
l)w’isf”, wheref” 
occurrences of states of 
different states. Every co 
state, which occurs only once in 
t. Both of them occur on 
recognize e, which lies i 
single state s. It is ident 
Hence, the total nu 
l+g(O)+ i g(i)aiSn. 
i=l 
6.2. Second papit 
Let +B be the automaton derived from by replacing each line with a single state 
and removing all edges se labels lie in A. The three stages of 9.l in Fig. 9 give 
the three stages of % in 
Fig. 13. 
Let us compare the language L(B) and E(B). 93 is structured in stages like 9.L 
And % can be reconstructed from 83 by replacing every state q (but the initial S) 
with a line labelled by f( h( 9)). Furthermore, both initial and terminal states lie in 
ence, the words 3n L(B) derive from the words i 
letters a context coding its height, and 
notice that indeed m&(y) is 
es A and A’ are sai 
same first edge and the same last ed 
ition 63. For ewy passage 
through the i-th stage, there exists an equivalent passage 
such that Isk( u’)I s pt( ai). 
proof, Let A = ql+oq;+rq+~ q2 e a passage through the ith stage. We shdli 
build an automaton CS with ai states, which will recognize all skeletons of passages 
equivalent o A. The set of the states of CS is the ith stage of 8, which we shall 
denote by F:. The edges of CS are the edges rr+xr2 for which there exists a path 
rl+xvr2 in 8 with x E X and t) E L They correspond either to edges of 8 between 
two states in F: when v = E, or to such edges fohowed by a passage through the 
next stage. The initial state of CS is q; , and its only terminaf stage is 95. Replacing 
in Fig. 10 the edges labelled by a or a’ with dotted arrows standing for passages 
through the next stage yields Fig. 11. 
Figure 12 holds the automata & deduced from Fig. 1 I. CS recognizes the skeletons 
Fig. 11. 
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of words U’E (Xi)* labelling paths q’ l*,,vqs in B. Hence, L(Q) n L is the set of 
the skeletons of passages equivalent o A. Let A’ be a passage quivalent o A with 
a shortest skeleton tt. Then o is a shortest word in L(6) n L Hence, by definition 
of rational index, its length is not greater than pl(ai) since G has ai states. Cl 
Let us define inductively a finite sequence yo, yl,. . . , yk of paths in 83. The first 
term is y. = 7rA( y). For i E {I, . . . , k} we replace every passage through the ith stage 
in yi-1 by the equivalent passage in Proposition 6.3. yi is the resulting path. y. is a 
successful path in 23 and also a passage through the first stage whose label lies in 
2. So are all yi’s, and thus their labels lie in L(B) n i Furthermore, for every 4 
every passage through the ith stage in yk has a skeleton whose length is at most 
pr(aA and th us it contains at most pL(ai) passages through the next stage. Hence 
the number of passages through the ith stage is at most #i; pL( aj) (1 for i = 1). yk 
yields a successful path in 8, which we shall denote by y’= c yk). Let w’ be its 
label. w’ is the image under c of the label of yk; hence, W’C L(a) n L’. Let us give 
an upper bound on Iw’l. 
In the following we shall make no difference between paths and their labels; for 
all speak of an a for an edge labelled by an a For a passage through 
the ith stage of skeleton V, we count the letters of aoa’ and the contexts following 
them. Its skeleton o has at most pL(ai) letters. The a and the letters in the skeleton 
are followed by _f! i), while ihe a’ is followed by f( i - 1). Hence, a passage through 
the ith stage counts for at anost (pL( ai) + l)g( i) + g( i - 1) letters. This and the above 
upper bound on the number of passages through the ith stage yield an upper bound 
on Iw’l and hence on PC(n): 
ihAn)r i 
i=l 
‘ti P~(aj))((P~(ai)+l)g(i)+g(i-l))), 
j=l 
g(i) i p&j)+g(i) ‘z pt(aj)+g(i- 1) iz jlL(aj) 
j=l. j=l j=l 
ound on &I pL(aj) for every i E [0, k], hence 
index of context-free la 
Now, n is an upper bound on Cf=, g(i); hence, 
P&O 6 388 j?, mMPr(oi), 1). 
If I,=&, then pL(n)=2n-1, whence 
pL(n)G3n i 20 , i= 3n2’aw 
i=l Ilice, di) l 
‘I’he geometric mean of the k numbers g(i)ai is not greater than their arithmetic 
mean, and zfzlg(i)aisn; hence, n~z8g(i)ai~(n/k)k and 
k 2n 
=3n it, &$j=3nAk(2n)s3nE(2n). 
Thus, pLJn)63nE(2n! =3nE(6(n)). 
If, instead of assuming L= Se, we assume only that LE pal, then pL(n) = o(n9) 
for some q EN an we get pLJ n) = o( nE( n)9). 
7. Conclusion 
In the particular case L= SC, we have bounded pt,: E@(n)) s pr( n) G 
3nE(@(n)), whence we get 
Since In 
In E(@(n))4np,(n)4n(3n)+ln E@(n))-ln E@(n)) 
for In(n) = o(ln E(n)). 
and E are increasing functions, we get 
In pt,(n)-ln E@(n)). 
In the general case, we have only 
In pL’( n) = 8(ln E(8( n))). 
For each of the selected samples of function J; it remains to estimate g(i), g(n) 
and E(n). From now on, k will stand for l(n). Furthermore, all the -, o, 0, etc. 
will be implicitly understood for the integer variable n (or i) or the real variable x 
going to infinity. For instance, we shall write k - ( n/e)*/(P+‘) instead of 
l/(p+l) 
when N + 00. 
7.1. First family of languages Lp 
Let p be a positive integer. Let f be the co 
f(i) = (#1(#2(#3(. . . (#p_l#L)i.. . )i)i)i)i 
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over the alphabet A = {#1,. . . , #,}. The language L’ t 
we shall denote it Lp. Obviously,f( i) has i occurrences o 
is a eontext-free language rationally dominated by S, . finitely it is the union of 
the regular language 
A+-(#1(#2(#3(. . . (#g_l#;)+. . . )+)*)+)+ 
and of the set of the words in A* whose number of #i’s between two #i_l’s or 
between the last occurrence of #i_r and the end of the word is different from the 
number of consecutive #,‘s at the end of the word. 
Let us find an equivalent expression for In E(n). We have 
If< )I i ++p+p+. . .+jp-p_ 
Hence, g(i) - ip. k is defined by 
kk 
g(k)(k_l)&-‘sacg(k+l) 
(k+ I)&+* 
k& . 
Both terms which bound n are equivalent o kP+‘e; hence, n is so too. So k- 
We) lJ’pw and ln( n/ k) = 1 +p In k+ o( 1). On the other hand, 
In E(n) = k lnf- i In g(i). 
i=l 
Now, g(i)-ip; hence, lng(i)=plni+o(l) and 
i lng(i)=plnk!+o(k)=pk(lnk-l)+o(k) 
i=l 
by using Stirling’s formula. We deduce that 
lnE(n)=k(l+plnk+o(l))-pk(lnk-l)+o(k)=k(p+l)+o(k) 
-(p+l) n 
0 
l/(p+U 
e 
=@( nl/(P+l)). 
We notice that here In E@(X)) = @(ln E(x)). We deduce from the bound on 
In ptp( n) that, in the general case, In pLp( n) = @( nr/(p+l)‘; i.e., 
pLp( n) = eW~“‘p+‘,)-_ 
(3) 
7.2 Second family of languages HP 
Let p be a positive integer. Let f be the code defined by 
f(i)= (#1(#2(#3(...(#p_l#b)i... )i)i)i)icldlcld:cldf 
viously, f( ii 
age at we 
has i occurrences of t 
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letter #1, and A -f(N) is a context-free language rationally dominated by S, . 
efinitely it is the union of the regular language 
A+-(#,(#2(#3(. . . (#p-1#;)+. . .)‘)+)‘)+(c,d;)+. . . (c#f)+ 
and of the set of words in A 
- the number of #i’s between two i-t’s or between the last occurre 
and the end of the word i m the number of consecutive 
end of the #; 
- or else the total number of #i’s is different from the number of ci’s; 
- or else the first Ci is not followed by a single di; 
- or else the number of di’s following a Ci is not the double of the number of di’s 
which precede it. 
Let us find an equivalent expression for E(n). 
(f(i)l=2(i+i2+i3+*. •f~~)+(2*+i-1)+(21+i24)+. . .+(21+ip_1). 
Hence, g(i) - 2’+” and In g(i) - ip In 2. Then, k is defined by 
kk 
g(k)(k_l)&-+cg(k+l) 
(k+ I)&+’ 
k& . l 
Both terms which bound n have a logarithm which is equivalent o kPln 2, hence 
n is so too. Hence, we have k - q= and In k - o(ln n). Now, In g(i) - iPln 2-, 00 
and Cf=, ip is a polynomial in k whose leading monomial is kP+‘/( p + 1); hence, 
i lng(i)-ln2 i ip-ln2~-~, 
i = I i=l 
lnE(n)=klnf- i lng(i)=-klnk+klnn 
k In n 
--+o(k In n) 
i=l P+l 
wPklnn 
P+l 
-PVlnnln n. 
P+l 
We notice that In E@(x)) - In E(x) when x + 00; hence, in the particular case 
L=S,, we have 
lnp&n)-- ’ $GAnn, 
P+l 
that is, 
In the general case we have 
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7.3. Complements 
In this part we add the hypothesis that La S, . That is, we now su 
is a context-free language lying in and dominating S, an 
N.B. If I_, dominates S= , then it dominates S, 2nd S, . Fence, we ca r instance 
choose L= S&&n) = O(n*)). 
Since CaLaS, and Sf;, Z- Lk, each of the lan ages of both families Lp and 
dominates the nonstructured part of the others. 
Let us show that L p-1 a LP. For this purpose let us denote ’ and LPn the 
nonstructured part and extensive structured part of Lp, fp the code used to’build 
Lp, and Ap the alphabet of this code. 
N.B. These are the notations used so far9 where we have only added the super- 
script p. 
Ap = Ape’ u {#,} and the definition of L: give us 
7r;:,]( Ly) = Lf”. (5) 
Now, _$‘-I = q+ of”; hence, 
Wi$,f( Li-I”) C Li’. (6) 
Equations (5) and (6) give us L:” c ~$,~(LP-‘) c Lp and hence, Lp = L:‘u 
~&(LpI’). This shows that Lp is the union of two languages dominated by Lp-‘, 
thus I P 2 Lp-l . (End of demonstration) 
I&wise denoting H[’ the nonstructured part of HP, we get 
HP = MP’y w-1 
whence HP-’ 2 ip. 
(r,e,+)(HP-l), 
At last HP = Hz’ v rr;,:,___,=~r,,._..4r( Lp), whence Lp 2 Hp. 
Theorem 1.1 and estimates (3) and (4) of the rational indexes of Lp and HP show 
that Lp ?G Lp-‘, HP s HP-’ and HP P Lp. hence, the rational dominations found 
above are strict and 
Vp4”: Lp> Lp+‘, HP> HP+’ and Lp> Hp. 
Thus, HP and Lp are two strictly decreasing infinite sequences of context-free 
languages. 
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